
Many people thought that having a Will written is all they have to do. But that is not the case. A

written Will which cannot be located when they need it the most is as good as not having a Will

at all. 

Where do you think is safe to keep your Will ? 

Safe Deposit Box

It is common that people think they can keep their Will in a safe deposit box BUT in fact, who

else have the right to open it other than you ? (assuming is only sole name or both to sign). Even

with a Will, the executor need to have a letter of probate to unlock the asset before he can open

the safe box.

Safe at Home

How about a safe box place in your house ? Does all your family members know the password ?

How safe is it, if everyone know your safe box password ? Further the confidentiality of the

content will be lost.
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Hide somewhere they feel comfortable without

anyone knowing

If no one knows where you kept your Will, then how

and where should they start to search for it. Have

you make your beneficiary aware that you have

actually written one Will.

Entrust someone else to keep your Will

If you want to entrust someone else to keep for you,

at least make sure they fulfill at least 3 criteria

stated.

1) make sure you choose the one you really trust

2) your beneficiary knows where to locate this

person when you no longer around

3) make sure this person live longer than you

Just keep in common place where everyone have

free access

Some people don't bother and just place their written

Will on their working table or in between their tons

of files. If Will is highly accessible, then the Will

may lost it's confidentiality and there's a chance to

challenge on the validity of Will in the future.

Having said that, where should I keep my Will

?

A Will shall be keep in a place where can be

found easily but not highly accessible to

beneficiary during lifetime. This can ensue

confidentiality and at the same time protect

the Will from hazard.

The above mentioned place might not be the

suitable place to put your Will, looking at all

the consequences Never risk something which

is so important that you may not have a

second chance to mitigate it if the action takes

its place. 

Sometimes is just three feet from gold, but the

person who place the gold have to at least

inform their beneficiary where to find the

digger. 
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Where is my papa's Will ???
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